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!e Museum of Renaissance Music    
A Hi"ory in 100 Exhibits    

Edited by Vincenzo Borghetti & Tim Shephard
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!is book collates 100 exhibits with accompanying essays as an imaginary museum dedicated to the 
musical cultures of Renaissance Europe, at home and in its global horizons. It is a hi$ory through 
artefa%s—materials, tools, in$ruments, art obje%s, images, texts, and &aces—and their witness to the 
priorities and a%ivities of people in the pa$ as they addressed their world through music. !e result 
is a hi$ory by collage, revealing overlapping musical pra%ices and meanings—not only those of the 
elite, but re'e%ing the everyday cacophony of a diverse culture and its musics. !rough the lens of 
its exhibits, this museum surveys music’s central role in culture and lived experience in ()eenth- and 
sixteenth-century Europe, o*ering intere$ and insights well beyond the $ri%ly musicological (eld. 

&e Museum of Renaissance Music o*ers readers a 'orilegium of delights born of a vast set of interna-
tional scholarly collaborations. Taking its readers through wildly diverse musical objects, it also invites 
them to encounter a great diversity of authors whose loving relationships to musical materialities guide 
our journeys through new Renaissance histories. Yet it’s not just musical objects as such that we discover 
here, but music as metaphorized, desired, utilized, emplaced, and displaced, and by a whole range of 
networked historical subjects, literate and illiterate, subaltern and elite, African, Arabic, Japanese, and 
Mexican along with European. Not merely artefactual, the histories these subjects tell are pliant and 
porous. With imaginative verve, &e Museum of Renaissance Music thus contributes to a current explo-
sion of material studies whose cacophony remakes our understanding of the Renaissance via “history by 
collage,” in this case understanding Renaissance musicking through the spatial a*ordances of the gallery 
with its multitude of “rooms” (travels, psalters, domestic objects, instruments, and much more), rather 
than through the traditional edited collection. !e results are mesmerizing, indispensable.
– Martha Feldman, University of Chicago –

Like a veritable pop-up book, &e Museum of Renaissance Music surprises its readers with the multi-
dimensional quality of its content. Presenting a hundred diverse objects organized in di*erent themed 
rooms, Borghetti and Shephard’s volume o*ers readers the experience of walking through an imagi-
nary museum where objects “speak out” their complex web of allusion connecting texts, images and 
sounds. A veritable tour de force, this book brings history, art history, and musicology together to 
highlight the pervasive nature of music in Renaissance culture, and does so in a direct and e*ective 
manner that can be enjoyed by experts and amateurs alike.
– Martina Bagnoli, Gallerie Estensi, Modena –

!is imaginary museum of Renaissance music, through a collection of one hundred exhibits, returns a 
proper share of sonority to objects, images, artworks and spaces. A fascinating reference book, o*ering 
a transformative vision of music in Renaissance culture, from domestic space to the global dimension.
– Diane Bodart, Columbia University, New York – 

!e history of music should be told through works, composers and performers? Not quite. In this book, 
Borghetti and Shephard demonstrate that exhibits such as paintings, administrative documents, domes-
tic objects, or entire rooms may tell us something about European music of the ()eenth and sixteenth 
centuries that music books and instruments cannot. !e high-quality reproductions together with the 
knowledgeable commentaries are a treat for the eyes and mind of the reader. An entirely new type of 
music history book, this wonderful volume will appeal to scholars, music lovers, and students alike.
– Melanie Wald-Fuhrmann, Max Planck Institute for Empirical Aesthetics, Frankfurt –
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